
WINTERKLEEN COVERS ARE MADE OF 
A FINE POLYPROPYLENE MESH THAT IS 
SPECIALLY DESIGNED AND TESTED TO NOT 
ONLY SURVIVE THE AUSSIE ELEMENTS BUT 
ALSO LIGHTWEIGHT ENOUGH FOR EASY 
HANDLING. 
WinterKleen covers work well when installed over your pool 
to protect it during longer periods when the pool isn’t being 
used as much. In the winter months, a WinterKleen cover 
protects your pool from leaves, dirt and debris but allows 
water through into the pool. Using a WinterKleen in summer 
is also a great idea to make it easier to maintain your pool if 
you have a high debris problem. 

The finished cover is installed over the entire pool area 
and overlapping it by 200mm with tie-down toggles, about 

800mm apart, anchored a further 200mm from the cover 
edge. A minimum of 400mm from your pool’s edge is 
needed to install a WinterKleen. 

The tie-down toggles are easily pulled tight one by one until 
taut. WinterKleen covers do not stretch so leaves and dirt 
that fall on the cover can easily be blown or swept off while 
allowing rain to pass through. Inflatable pillows are available 
to hold the cover out of the water for high debris or large 
pool installations. 

Available in Black, Blue, Green, Tan and Gray, WinterKleen 
covers are designed as a square, or with some extra 
measurements Daisy can shape the cover exactly to fit 
your pool. These covers come with an eight year pro-rata 
warranty and are easily removed when it’s time to put on a 
Daisy Solar pool cover.

IDEAL FOR: Pools with high debris

Mesh cover saves cleaning time | Great for windy or leafy areas | 8 Year pro rata warranty

WINTERKLEEN LEAF COVER
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SAVE on 
evaporation. 

Reduces 
evaporation 

by 80%.

SAVE on 
cleaning. 

Keep out dirt 
and leaves.

SAVE on time.

BENEFITS OF A WINTERKLEEN 
LEAF COVER
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WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED!
Daisy’s WinterKleen™ Leaf and Debris Cover for all pool types.
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How toggles can be anchored to paving

EXPERT TIP: 
If you would like your cover to mirror a 
shaped curvilinear pool, contact your 
Daisy Expert to measure your pool 
accurately for a perfect fit.

WKTN
Tan
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Daisy Pool Covers™ has been Australia’s favourite brand for pool covers and rollers since 1983.

Daisy Pool Covers™ provides the largest and best range of pool cover and roller designs in Australia, 
manufactured using the highest quality materials, specially formulated to protect swimming pools all year round.

The experienced team at Daisy Pool Covers™ can provide cover and roller solutions for any pool type or shape.
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